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WRITE! Teacher Guide H

INTRODUCTION

What is the WRITE! series?

■

WRITE! breaks down and analyses rubric-scored
writing models to help students recognise strengths
and weaknesses in the writing of others. Then
students transfer this learning to their own writing.
Working with WRITE! will help students feel
comfortable with rubric-based assessment. They can
then apply the skills that they gain to perform in
standardised tests such as NAPLAN.

■

■

pl

Who should use the WRITE! series?

■

e

The WRITE! series is a writing program with a basis
in grammar, usage and mechanics. Comprised of
eight books (Books A–H), the program gives students
the tools they need to improve their writing skills.

an introduction that provides information about
• the focus and content of WRITE!
• the features of WRITE! lessons
• suggested schedules for completing WRITE!
an explanation of the links between WRITE!,
the Australian Curriculum and NAPLAN
answer keys for Part I and Part II of the Student
Book
tools for writing, including
• graphic organisers
• writing prompts
• answer form for Prepare for a Test, Part I
• student checklists for writing in each genre
• partner comments sheet
• beginning, middle and ending chart
• supplementary word lists
• glossary of writing and testing terms

WRITE! can be used by all students who want to
write better. WRITE! has been developed to give
students practice with the foundations of writing
and in-depth experience with rubric-based writing
so that they can improve their writing skills and
raise their scores on standardised tests.

What is in the Student Book?

Student Book H consists of two parts. Part I of the
Student Book builds a foundation in grammar,
usage and mechanics (GUM) through 30 concise
lessons that provide instruction, practice and writing
experience. Part II includes intensive, analytical
writing lessons that contain student-based writing
models that cover descriptive, narrative, informative
and persuasive writing genres.

m

What research supports the WRITE!
series?

The Teacher Guide contains reproducible pages.
These resources are available to download from the
go.hbe.com.au.
WRITE! page at go.hbe.com.au.

Sa

The WRITE! approach to instruction is supported
by research. A significant research-based report,
Writing Next: Effective Strategies To Improve Writing
of Adolescents In Middle And High Schools (Graham
& Perin, 2007) recommends 11 features and
strategies of an effective writing curriculum: writing
strategies, summarisation, collaborative writing,
specific product goals, word processing, sentence
combining, prewriting,
prewriting, inquiry activities, process
writing, study of models and writing for content
learning. These features and strategies are fully
implemented in the WRITE! program.
For further information about the research behind
the WRITE! series, access go.hbe.com.au and
download the full WRITE! research paper.

What is in the Teacher Guide?

Teacher Guide H contains supplementary resources
that can be used to support and extend students’
writing experiences. These resources include the
following:
2
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Because student writing is often assessed with rubrics
in classroom and testing situations, the writing
models in each Part II lesson have a rubric-scored
format. The rubrics on which this structure is based
are genre-specific and cover both GUM skills and
composition skills. Partner Comments and Teacher
Comments guide students through each writing
model. A section called Your Turn directs students to
find and fix specific GUM errors in the writing
models. Page references to relevant Part I lessons
allow quick access to GUM skills that need review.

After working with the scored models, students score
four additional writing models and write comments
about each one. Then they create their own piece of
writing in the specific genre.

CA92289 • 9781760013820 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Introduction

Student Book Part I: Foundations

Lessons 1–30

WRITE! Student Book F

Adverbs
Think

Adverbs can make your writing more precise and
informative. An adverb is a word that modifies, or
describes, a verb, an adjective, or another adverb.
Many adverbs end in ly.
The actor stumbles clumsily.

Practise: Have students complete the A, B and C
skills practice activities independently, in small
groups or as a class. Model one or two items before
students begin. Discuss the answers when students
are done.

The vehicle crawls very slowly.

The comparative form compares two actions.
Form it by adding er to most short adverbs.
For most long adverbs, add the word more or less.

• Adverbs describe when, where, how, how much,
or to what degree.
Nowadays people send e-mail. (when)
The eagle soared skyward. (where)
A nurse automatically checked my pulse. (how)
That mural is almost sixty feet high. (how much)
The hikers wandered too far away. (to what degree)

The superlative form compares three or more
actions. Form it by adding est to most short adverbs.
For most long adverbs, add the word most or least.
Positive
quick
often
obedient

• An adverb can come before or after a verb,
at the beginning or at the end of a sentence,
or between a helping and a main verb.

Comparative
quicker
more often
less obedient

Study a Model

Superlative
quickest
most often
least obedient

short writing model that
exemplifies the GUM skill
in context

Study a Model

Read the exercise tips. Positive forms of adverbs are green.
Comparatives
p
are red. Superlatives
p
are blue.

You can get in shape most easily by
walking. Here are some tips.
1. Start slowly. Find a time and distance
that work well for you. Very gradually
increase your distance.
2. Walk faster than normal,
but not if you feel any pain.
3. Try to work out with friends.
You will exercise more often if you do.
Soon you will eagerly await those walks with
your friends. Then, most surprisingly of all, you

Notice the use of the adverb
well in this sentence. Do not
confuse well with good. Good is
an adjective and should never be
be
used to describee a verb.
verb..
verb

allways
al
ways an
The word not is always
mood
m
difies
ifies the
thee
th
adverb.. Here it modifies
verb feel.

Notes
arrowed notes with
comments on GUM skill
examples in the model

More often is the
thee comparative
th
comparative
com
parative
form.
form
form.. Most surprisingly is the
th
hee
superllative
super
ative form.
form..
form
superlative

will be ready for more.

24
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Study a Model: Guide students as they read the
writing model. Then discuss with them the
exemplification of the GUM skill within the
model by calling attention to the arrowed Notes.

general introduction of
the GUM skill covered in
the lesson, with examples

• Like adjectives, most adverbs have three forms.
The positive form describes an action without
comparing it to another action.

The passengers were increasingly uneasy.

Think: Guide students through the introduction,
including the examples of the GUM skill being
taught.

Think

Sarah delightedly offered her opinion.
The onlookers pointed accusingly at the dog.
Anytime you are ready, we can go.
Tony repeated the comments sarcastically.
We are temporarily uprooting our family.

Practise

Part I: Foundations – A. Using Words in Writing

Lesson 11

How should I implement WRITE! in
the classroom?

Practise
A

1.
2.
3.
4.

sighed
sig
sigh
heed
d disgustedly
disguste
d
isgustedl
dly
dly
has
has dramatically
dra
d
ram
matica
aticall
llyy changed
ll
ch
hange
anged
d
flew
ffllew northward
northwar
north
ward
d
works
workss daily
work
dai
d
ailllyy

5.
5.
6.
7.
8.

swam
swam upstream
upstream
had
haad
h
d spoken
spokken
spo
en reassuringly
reassuringly
reassuringl
ly
always
allways
al
ways overhears
overh
hears
ears
wanders
wand
ders
ers aimlessly
aiml
aiml
mless
esslly
ly

Read each sentence. Write the correct for
form
m of the underlined adverb.

three activities that
progress in difficulty and
that allow students to
practise the GUM skill

pl

Rule: Review the GUM skill rule with students,
adding clarification as needed.

Find the adverb
in each phrase.
Label it ho
how
w,
how,
when,
w
hen, or w
where
here to
describe the w
way
ay it
modifies
m
odifies the verb.

Write: Direct students, individually or with
partners, to create their own short piece of authentic
writing. This can be done in class or as homework.
Point out that the form of writing is similar to the
form of writing in Study a Model.
Model. Encourage
students to refer back to the model for guidance.

C

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.

The
The teacher
teacher
teach
er spoke
spokee soothingly
spok
soothing
sooth
inglllyy than
ing
th
han
an the
thee angry student
th
student
stud
ent spoke.
spoke.
spok
e.
Of all
all m
myy employees,
emp
em
plloyees,
oyees, Jason works
workss th
work
tthe
hee fast.
This
Th
is year the
thee b
th
bears
ears h
hibernated
hi
ib
bernate
ernated
d long
long than
than
th
an they
they
th
ey d
did
di
id
d last
last year.
Aliya
Aliya
Al
iya creates the
thee incredibly
th
incrediibl
incred
bly beautiful
bly
beautifu
b
eautifull paintings of all.
all..
all
The
The younger runners stopped
stopped frequently
frequentlllyy for water than
frequent
th
han
an the
thee older
th
older
old
er runners did.
diid
d
d..
The
The ambulance
ambu
amb
ullance
ance got to the
thee hospital
th
hospita
h
ospitall soon than
than
th
an the
thee car did.
th
di
did
d..

Writing Tip: Discuss with students the tips
connecting the GUM skill to writing.

Sa

When the testing is over, correct the tests
individually or guide the class in correcting them.
Discuss the answers.

Write

Write a set of tips to help others improve
their health. Use adverbs to add detail to
your sentences. Make sure that you have
formed comparatives correctly.

Write

student writing prompt
for the same form of
writing as the model,
using the GUM skill

Writing Tip

Avoid a double comparison when you write a
comparative adverb or adjective. Use either
er or more, or use either est or most, but do
not use both.
Incorrect: I run more quicker than
you do.
Correct: I run quicker than you do.
Also correct: I run more quickly than you do.

Writing Tip

25
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tip(s) connecting the
GUM skill to writing

Prepare for a Test

WRITE! Student Book F

Part I test prep including 3
nonfiction selections with
numbered sentences and
embedded errors

Prepare for a Test

Selection 1

Read this story about Aretha Franklin, a brilliant vocalist who was
dubbed “Lady Soul.” Then answer questions 1–18.
Respect and Lady Soul

(1) One day Rev. C. L. Franklin invited his young daughter, Aretha, to
o sing in

or a singing
his churchs’ choir in Detroit. (2) With this invitation, he set the stage for

Part I: Foundations – Prepare for a Test

er 1, and earn
career that would sell millions of records, send twenty songs to number
ms across
fifteen Grammy Awards. (3) Since her father performed gospel programs
the country, Aretha traveled with them. (4) With her voice filled with fire, Aretha
electrified audiences by age fourteen, she had recorded her first album.. (5) It was
called The Gospel sound of Aretha Franklin.
(6) In 1960, Aretha leaved her gospel roots. (7) She moved to New York City and
ent scout.
signed with John Hammond. (8) John Hammond was a well-known talent

1. Which change should be made in sentence 1?
A Change Rev. to rev.
B Change C. L. to c. l.
C Change invited to invite.
D Change churchs’ to church’s.

2. Which change should be made in sentence 3?
A Change father to Father.
B Change country to Country.
C Change traveled to travels.
D Change them to him.
d on with Jerry
Motown friends rang up hit after hit. (12) Finally, in 1966, Aretha signed
corded
(9) Eventually Aretha sang for Columbia Records. (10) Although she recorded

eanwhile her
many albums during the early 1960s Aretha struggled for fame. (11) Meanwhile
st, as they
Wexler, which was a record producer with Atlantic Records. (13) The rest,
say, are history.
ar. (15)
(14) Jerry Wexler didn’t try to fit Arethas style into what was popular.

ught her to a
Instead he helped Aretha find her “soul”. (16) Early in 1967, Wexler brought
lues backup,
recording studio in Muscle shoals, Alabama. (17) With a rhythm-and-blues
me her
Aretha’s voice soars. (18) She sang with the passion and grit that became
trademark. (19) Her song I Never Loved a Man hit number 9 on the pop charts. (20)
Then, on June 3, 1967 the woman dubbed “Lady Soul” reached number 1 for the first
time for her song “Respect.”

64

3. Which is the best way to write sentence 4 as two sentences?
A With her voice filled with fire. Aretha electrified audiences
by age fourteen, she had recorded her first album.
B With her voice filled with fire, Aretha electrified audiences.
By age fourteen, she had recorded her first album.
C With her voice filled with fire, Aretha electrified. Audiences
by age fourteen, she had recorded her first album.
D With her voice filled with fire, Aretha electrified audiences
by age fourteen, she had recorded. Her first album.
4. Which change should be made in sentence 5?
A Change was called to were called.
B Change Gospel to gospel.
C Change sound to Sound.
D Change of to Of.
5. Which change should be made in sentence 6?
A Add a comma after Aretha.
B Change leaved to left.
C Change leaved to will leave.
D Change the period to a question mark.

CA9226 • 9781760013738 • © 2014 Hawker
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e
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E
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ttiio
on
n

Selected-Response Questions
Part I test prep including 54
questions that are based on
the selections and that test
Part I GUM skills
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brief summary of the
GUM skill

Read the para
paragraph.
parag
graph.
g
raph. Write the positive, comparative,
com
mparative,
parative, or superlative form
form of each
underlined adverb to correctly co
com
complete
mplete
plete the para
parag
paragraph.
graph.
graph.

An adverb is a word that modifies a verb, an adjective, or another adverb. Adverbs can come
before or after a verb, at the beginning or end of a sentence, or between a helping and a main
verb in a sentence. Most verbs have three forms: positive, comparative, and superlative
superlative..

Prepare for a Test, Part I: Inform students that they
will prepare for standardised tests by taking a GUMskills test that is similar in format. Explain that this
test prep consists of three error-filled selections with
numbered sentences. Following each selection are 18
selected-response questions that assess the GUM
skills taught in Part I by having students identify the
errors in the numbered sentences.
Provide necessary materials and a quiet environment
for taking the test. Share test-taking strategies
with students. Conduct a think-aloud model for a
sample test question. Time the test according to
the standardised tests for which your students are
preparing.

Rule

The tree lli
The
limb
imb
mb ccl
closest
losest
osest to m
myy h
house
ouse is fall
fa
falling
lling
ing off, and
and I worry about
about
ab
out this
this
th
is often than
than
th
an I
care to aadm
ca
admit.
dmit.
dm
it. I can easily
easillyy see tthis
easil
his
h
is lli
limb
imb
mb fa
fall
falling
lling
ing against m
myy b
bedroom
be
ed
droo
room
m window.
wind
win
dow.
ow. I d
de
delicately
ellicate
icatelly
ly
su
ssuggested
suggeste
uggeste
u
d to D
Da
Dad
ad
d tth
that
hat we trim
hat
trim it tod
to
today.
day.
d
ay. He agreed
agreed readily
read
rea
diilllyy than
th
han
an I h
ha
had
ad
d expecte
expected
expected.
d.. Th
Thee soon
hee can wor
h
workk on it, tthough,
houg
h
ough
h,, is tom
h
to
tomorrow
morrow
orrow at 9 a
a.
a.m.
.m
m.. I will
will b
bee h
ho
holding
old
lding
ing th
tthe
hee lla
ladder
add
dder
er in position
tigh
tig
ti
tightly
ghttlllyy tthan
han
h
an you can im
iimagine.
magine.
agine. M
Myy worries will
will fina
finall
finally
lly d
lly
drop
rop away.

m

Publish the students’ short writing pieces in class
books or have students save their Part I writing. At
a later time, students may revisit, revise and share
favourite pieces.

B

6. How can sentences 7 and 8 best be combined?
A She moved to New York City and signed with John Hammond,
and John Hammond was a well-known talent scout.
B She moved to New York City and signed with John Hammond,
and John Hammond was a well-known talent scout.
C She moved to New York City and signed with John Hammond,
a well-known talent scout.
D She moved to New York City and signed with John Hammond,
he was a well-known talent scout.

© 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013738 • CA9226
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WRITE! Teacher Guide H
Student Book Part II: Models

Introduction

WRITE! Student Book F

Lessons 31–36

introduction to the
writing genre covered in
the lesson

Personal Narratives
Write about the happiest moment of your life.

Writing Prompt

Read this personal narrative, which was written in response to the prompt. Then read the
Writing Tips to learn more about personal narratives.

Writing Tips
L Remember that this is a true story

about YOU. Use pronouns such as I,
me, my, we, and us to tell events from
your point of view.

L Give your writing a strong voice.

Your story should sound like you’re
talking.

L Include interesting events. Make

your reader want to read what
happens next.

L Make your characters memorable.

Use colorful descriptions, sensory
words, and specific actions to let
the reader know what you and other
characters are like. Share your own
thoughts and feelings.

L Develop a rich plot. In the beginning,

introduce the characters and an
interesting situation or problem. In
the middle, describe key events. End
with a satisfying conclusion.

L Organize your story. Tell the events

in an order that makes sense. Use
transitional words such as first, next,
and finally to make the order clear.

L Include dialogue to make your

Writing Tips
helpful tips on writing in
the genre covered in the
lesson

Sample Writing Model
model of error-free
student writing, written
in response to the
writing prompt

e

86

writing prompt for the
genre

Going for First Place
Our science teacher posted an
announcement about the school science
fair. I had never entered a contest before,
but I like science and I had an idea for an
experiment. I decided to go for it.
I researched my topic, gravity, for
weeks. Then I set up my experiment, kept
a journal of my observations, and designed
my presentation board. Two days before the
science fair, I practiced my presentation.
My parents and science teacher helped me
make my presentation clear and concise.
On the day of the science fair, my mother
helped me set up my display on a long table
in the school cafeteria. The other contestants
had impressive science displays. I hoped
mine was as good.
I was nervous as the judges approached.
Once I started talking about my experiment,
I relaxed and easily answered the judges’
questions.
That afternoon the judges announced
that I was the first-place science winner.
It was the happiest moment of my life. In
fact, I am already planning my experiment
for next year.

CA9226 • 9781760013738 • © 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education

Part II: Models

Using Graphic Organisers

pl

Graphic Organisers: Explain that graphic
organisers are helpful for
• deciding what information will go into a
piece of writing
• organising the information
• recognising relationships among pieces of
information

You tell stories all the time. Some stories you invent. Other stories are true. A personal
narrative is a true story that tells about things that have happened to you.
Here is a sample writing prompt for a personal narrative.

Lesson 32

Lesson Opener: Guide students through the
Introduction to the writing genre, making sure
they understand key terms and concepts. Next,
have students read the Writing Prompt. Make
sure they know what the prompt is attempting
to elicit. Then ask students to read the Sample
Writing Model, which is error-free to exemplify
excellent writing in the specific genre. Finally,
discuss the Writing Tips box, which includes
information for the genre being taught. Find
examples of the tips in the writing model.

Graphic organisers can be used at any stage
during the writing process, but they are most
useful in the beginning, for conceptual
organisation.

Teacher
announced
science fair

After students have completed the graphic
organiser, have them discuss their choices in
small groups or as a class.

Sa

Have students read the rubric-scored writing
model. Next, guide students in reading the
Partner Comments,, which represent one peer’s
response to the overall quality of the writing.
4

CAT148 • © 2016 Hawker Brownlow Education

Day of
fair– set up
display

Answered
Ans
Answ
wered
wered
judges’
judg
jud
ges’
ges’
questions

First

Graphic
G
raphic Organisers
two graphic organisers
related to the writing
model on the previous
page; the first
completed; the second to
be filled in by students

A Time
Line helps
writers
keep track
of events or
steps and
the order in
which they
appear.

Winner was
was
announced—
me!
m
e!

Last

Title: ________________________________________________

Characters: _________________________________________
Setting: _____________________________________________

A Story
Map helps
writers
identify the
characters,
setting, plot
events, and
resolution.

Problem: ____________________________________________
Events:

1. ________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________

Resolution: _________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

87
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WRITE! Student Book F

Taking a Look at Personal Narrarives
Score:

You may also display additional graphic
organisers that could be used with the specific
writing genre (pages 38–40 of the Teacher
Guide).
Rubric-Scored Writing Models: Explain to
students the concepts of rubric assessment and
rubric scoring. They involve using a specific set
of criteria to evaluate a piece of writing and
then assigning a numeric score that falls within
a specified range.

I researched
topic, set up
experiment,
experim
experi
ment,
ent,
kept
k
ept journal,
designed
desi
desig
gned
gned
board

The writer of the
thee personal
th
personal narrative on page 86 might
mig
m
igh
htt also
also
al
so have
have
The
plan
pl
an the
thee story. If you had
th
haad
h
d been
been the
thee writer, how
th
how
used a Story Map to plan
used
would you have
have used
used this
tth
his
is map?
map? Fill
Fiill
F
ll in the
thee story map.
th
map.
would

m

Guide students through the first graphic
organiser, which has been filled in with specific
information from the writing model on the
previous page. Instruct students to complete the
second graphic organiser, using information
from the same writing model.

Before
B
efore you write, use graphic
graphic organizers
org
or
ganizers to help
heellp
h
p think
thin
th
inkk about,
ab
bout,
out, gather,
gather,
gath
er, and
and sort information
information
inform
ation
personal narrative.
for your personal
The writer of the
thee personal
th
personal narrative on page 86 m
mig
igh
htt have
have used
used a Time
Tim
Ti
mee Line,
Line, such
such as the
thee
th
The
might
beellow.
b
ow.
one below.

Read
Rea
R
ead
d the
tth
hee personal
personal narrative below,
beellow,
b
ow, which
w
was written in response to the prompt
Rea
R
ead
d the
tth
hee comments
comm
comm
mments
ents and
an think about why this story scored a 4.
on page 86. Read

Your Turn

1

No More Hand-Me-Downs
Until last June I thought I was a pretty
well-adjusted kid. Then Max my best
friend received an awesome mountain
bike for his birthday. Suddenly I found
that I was jealous of Max. With four older
brothers, I’ve never had anything new!
I began avoiding Max, who reacted
by hanging around with other kids. My
misery worsened until I hit on a plan. To
each house on my block, I delivered a flyer
that announced, “Handy Helper! No job is
too small for me!” For a month I walked
dogs in the rain, dug out dandelions in the
hot sun, carried huge bundles, and dumped
smelly trash. Each night I deposited my
earnings into a “Bicycle Money” box.
One night my eldest brother Tom
watched me calculate the remaining
balance. I was so discouraged! I’d
accumulated only half of the cost of a
mountain bike.
“Why so down?” Tom asked me.
After I described my dilemma, Tom
said with a smile, “I have an idea! I’ll loan
you the balance so you can buy your bike
immediately.
I was stunned! I howled as I whirled
around the room. “I can’t wait till Max
sees my very own, very first, brand new
bike!” That was the happiest moment of
my life!

88

Now it’s your turn to help the writer. Find
and fix the errors in the writing. Go back to
the pages in green if you need help.
1. Find and fix the missing commas in the
sentence with an appositive. See pp.
38–39.
2. Find and fix the missing quotation
marks. See pp. 56–57.

Teacher
Comments

4

V Your title prepared me for the
story.
V Your introductory paragraph grabbed
my attention. I wanted to keep reading.
V I like the sentence variety and realistic
dialogue.
V Using time order worked well.
V I like the interesting details you added
to let me know how you were feeling and
how you resolved your problems.
V Your conclusion ends your story nicely,
connecting once again to the prompt.

3
Partner
Comments

2

What a great story! I was
interested right from the start.
You wrote as if you were telling
your story directly to me.

CA9226 • 9781760013738 • © 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education

Partner Comments
student partner response to the writing,
which acts as a model for comments that
students will later make on their own

Rubric-Scored Writing
Model
four models of ageappropriate writing in
response to the first
writing prompt for the
genre, with errors
embedded, corresponding
to rubric score (4–1)

Your Turn
numbered items directing
students to find and fix
specific GUM errors in
the writing model; page
references to related
Part I GUM skill lessons

Teacher Comments
teacher feedback on the
strengths and
weaknesses of the
writing model, with
some page references to
relevant Part I GUM
skills lessons

CA92289 • 9781760013820 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Introduction

Generate class discussion about the strengths and
weaknesses of the writing model. As needed,
direct students back to any Part I lessons
referenced in the Teacher Comments. Then lead
students in finding and fixing the GUM errors
called out in the numbered Your Turn items. You
may want to have students use the proofreading
symbols covered in Lesson 30 to correct the
errors. You can assist students in finding the
errors or you can point out the errors as students
find them. Guide students to referenced Part I
lessons as needed for skills review.

a brief introduction to the
WRITE! 4-point rubric for
the specific genre

Using a Rubric to Score
Decriptive Essays
This rubric is based on a point scale of 1 to 4. It was used to score the descriptions on
pages XX–XX. Use this rubric to remember what is important in descriptions.

A score of 4 means that the writer

T connects the writing directly to the prompt.
T almost always uses the correct forms of
words.
T almost always uses capitalization and
punctuation correctly.
T almost always uses clear and complete
sentences and includes variety in sentences.
T creates a title that relates directly to the
topic.
T introduces the subject clearly at the
beginning of the description.
T creates a clear beginning, middle, and
ending.
T includes many interesting details, colorful
sensory words, and comparisons to create
strong images.
T uses an appropriate system of organization,
such as spatial order.
T begins a new paragraph for each change of
idea or speaker.

A score of 3 means that the writer

T connects the writing to the prompt.
T usually uses the correct forms of words.
T usually uses capitalization and punctuation
correctly.
T usually uses clear and complete sentences
and includes variety in sentences.
T creates a title that relates to the topic in a
general way.
T introduces the subject toward the beginning
of the description.
T creates a description with a beginning,
middle, and ending.
T includes some interesting details, sensory
words, and comparisons to create images.
T uses an adequate system of organization.
T usually begins a new paragraph for each
change of idea or speaker.

82

A score of 2 means that the writer

T connects the writing to the prompt in a
general way.
T uses some incorrect forms of words.
T may make some errors in capitalization or
punctuation.
T uses little variety in sentences.
T includes some run-on or rambling sentences
or sentence fragments.
T creates a title that relates somewhat to the
topic.
T presents the subject somewhere within the
description.
T creates a description with a weak beginning,
middle, or ending.
T includes too few interesting details, sensory
words, or comparisons to create strong
images.
T uses a weak system of organization.
T may make some paragraphing errors.

“4” typical features of
a piece of writing that
scores a 4 on the
4-point rubric
“3” typical features of
writing that scores a 3

A score of 1 means that the writer

T does not successfully connect the writing to
the prompt.
T uses many incorrect forms of words.
T makes many errors in capitalization or
punctuation.
T uses almost no variety in sentences.
T includes several run-on or rambling
sentences or sentence fragments.
all..
all
T creates a poor title or has no titlee at all.
ject in an unclear
unclear
uncl
ear way or
T identifies the subject
not at all.
escription without
without
with
out a clear
clear
cl
ear
T creates a description
e, or ending.
ending.
end
ing.
beginning, middle,
etaills,
etai
s, or comparisons
comparisons
com
parisons that
that
th
at
T includes words, details,
ear images.
images.
im
ages.
fail to create clear
system of organization.
T uses no system
ke many
ke
many paragraphing
paragraphing
paragraph
ing errors.
T may make

“2” typical features of
writing that scores a 2
“1” typical features of
writing that scores a 1
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Writing Prompt

Part II: Models

new prompt, for the same
writing genre

pl

Rubrics: Introduce students to the WRITE!
rubric for the specific writing genre. Each rubric
contains the GUM criteria and composition
criteria used to score the writing models. The
rubric is based on a scale from 1 to 4, with 4
being the best.

Rubric Introduction

WRITE! Student Book F

e

Then guide students in reading the Teacher
Comments, a representative teacher response that
focuses on organisation, development and syntax.

A

Model

writing models similar to
earlier models in the lesson,
with each model
corresponding to a 4, 3, 2 or
1 rubric score

Score:

My Money

Mrs. Carls is my teacher. Shes collecting field trip money. Everyone gets in line.
I’m behind Danny. Danny is in my math class. I reaches into my pocket to get my
money. I pull out everything I check my other pockets. I goes to the back of the line. Im
at my teachers desk. I put my fingers in my pocket. Found the money. There is a tiny
pocket in my jeans. I forgot it was there.

Comments:
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Model

Score Triangle

Score:

B

space for students to record
the rubric score after
analysing each model

Mrs. Carls is my teacher she’s collecting field trip money. Everyone in line. Danny is
in my math class. You needs money for the field trip. You checks your pockets. You
feel sick. You gets in the back of the line. You keep looking. You get to the front of the
line. Talk to the teacher. You reach in your pocket. The money their all along.

Comments:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Comments

93
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writing lines on which
students record comments
about each writing model
that are similar to the Partner
Comments presented earlier

Part II: Models

Writing a Decriptive Essay
Now
N
ow you get to write your own personal
persona narrative. Use the prompt below.

Write about a time when someone surprised you.
When You Write Your Personal Narrative

1. Think about what you want to write. Close your eyes
and mentally play a movie of exactly what happened. Ask
yourself some questions.
• Where and when does this story take place?
• Who else besides me is involved in the events?
• What is the situation or problem?
• How does it all start?
• What other important things happen?
• How does the story end?Use a graphic organizer to
gather and sort your information.

2. Write your first draft. As you get your ideas on paper, keep
in mind that this is a personal narrative. It’s a true story
about you.

3. Read your draft. Use the checklist that your teacher will
give you to review your writing.
4. Edit your story.

5. Proofread your story. Look for errors in grammar,
punctuation, and spelling.
6. Write a neat copy of your story one last time.

Work with a Partner

7. Read your partner’s personal narrative.

8. Score your partner’s story from 1 to 4 using the rubric on
page 92. Then complete the Partner Comments sheet that
your teacher will give you. Tell what you like about the
story and what you think would make it better.

9. Switch papers.

10. Think about your partner’s comments. Read your story
again. Make any changes that you think will improve your
personal narrative.

XX
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Writing Prompt
new prompt for same genre,
for students to create their
own piece of writing

Making Connections
X Keeping a diary is
a good way to keep
track of events in
your life. As you
record your thoughts
and feelings about
daily events, you are
creating a storehouse
of ideas for future
personal narratives.

Tips
reminders for students about
writing in the genre;
suggestions for working
with a partner to assess and
score writing

X Keep a photo album.
Write captions that
record the who, what,
and when as well as
your thoughts and
feelings about the
events captured in the
pictures.
X Read biographies
or interview older
family members. Learn
about the dramatic,
humorous, historic,
sad, or memorable
events of their lives.
Use their examples as
prompts for writing
about events in
your own life that
others might find
interesting.

Making Connections

11. Write a neat final copy of your personal narrative.

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013820 • CA92289
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Scoring Model

Write about a time you lost something important.

Read
Rea
R
ead
d each
each personal
personal narrative. Write a few comments
comments
comm
ents about
about
ab
out it. Th
Then
en give it a
score from
from 1 to 4. Think
Thin
Th
inkk about
in
ab
bout
out what
what
wh
at you’ve
you’ve
you’
ve learnt
learnt in this
this
th
is lesson
lesson as you match
matc
m
atch
atc
h each
each
description with
with its correct score.
description

Lesson 32

Sa

Writing Prompt and Tips: Now students get
to create their own piece of writing in the genre.
Guide them in reading the writing prompt and
the numbered writing tips that follow it. Then
provide students with the Student Checklist
for that writing genre (reproducibles on pages
42–48 of the Teacher Guide). Have students
follow the prompt and prepare their own piece
of writing, using the rubrics, the writing tips,
the checklist and all that they’ve learnt in the
lesson to guide them. (See additional writing
prompts on pages 36–37 of the Teacher Guide.)
Students should proofread, revise and edit their
writing as needed.

Lesson 32

Now it’
Now
it’s
it
’ss your turn to score some
somee personal
som
personal narratives. The
The four stories on pages XX
and
an
d XX were written in response to th
tthis
his
is prompt.
prompt.
prom
pt.

m

Scoring Models: Inform students that they
will now use what they have learnt in the lesson
to score four different writing models in the
same genre. Have students, as a class or
individually, read the new Writing Prompt.
Next, students read and assess each writing
model, giving it a Score of either 4, 3, 2 or 1.
Students should then write brief Comments
about each model. You may suggest that
students use the Partner Comments in the
lesson for guidance. Finally, lead a class
discussion in which students comment on the
strengths and weaknesses of each model and
the score they gave it.

Scoring Personal Narrarives

95

show connection of writing
to various aspects of life

5
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Introduction

Part I (Lessons 1–30): Students may record their
answers to the A, B and C skills practice activities
in the Workbook for Part I: Foundations.

Prepare for a Test, Part I: Students may record
their answers on the reproducible Answer Form for
the Part I test or in the Workbook for Part I:
Foundations.
Part II (Lessons 31–37): Students may record their
responses for the graphic organisers, their answers
to the Your Turn items and their scores and
comments for the scoring models in the Workbook
for Part II: Models.
Prepare for a Test, Part II: Students should write
on separate sheets of paper.

Scoring Models: Lead the class in scoring and
commenting on the four (A, B, C, D) scoring
models. Alternatively, you may have small groups
score and discuss the four models.

Student Writing from Prompt: You may use lesson
material, writing tips, Student Checklists and
rubrics to assess each piece of student writing.
Student writing may be published in special class
projects. Students may also choose favourite pieces
for their writing portfolio.

Prepare for a Test, Part II: Use lesson material,
testing tips, Student Checklists and rubrics to assess
each piece of student writing. Student writing may be
published in special class projects. Students may also
choose favourite pieces for their writing portfolio.

e

Where should students record their
answers?

2.

7.

pl

What is the assessment procedure?

3.

9.

5.

10.

B.

Part I
Practice Activities: Correct the A, B and C skills
practice activities and then discuss the answers as a
class. Alternatively, provide sample answers to
groups of students who correct the activities and
discuss the answers together.

Concrete Nouns

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

C.

Concrete Nouns

space for students to
record their answers to
the skills practice
activities

Abstract Nouns

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

WRITE! Workbook H
for Part I: Foundations

Abstract Nouns

1.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

11.

11.

m

Writing Activities: Students’ Part I writing may be
published in special class books, or students may
collect their writing and review and revise it at a
later time.

8.

4.

3
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WRITE!

Using Graphic Organisers (page 77)

Prepare for a Test, Part I: Correct the test and
discuss the results as a class. Alternatively, provide
sample answers to groups of students who correct the
tests and discuss the answers together.

Sa

Refer to the Prepare for a Test answer key on page 41
of the Teacher Guide for a list of lesson(s) covered by
each test-prep question. If necessary, review the
GUM skills covered in a particular lesson on an
individual or class basis.

Part II
Graphic Organisers: Provide sample answers and
discuss alternative answers with the class. These
graphic organisers are based on the opening writing
model and provide practice for students before they
use graphic organisers to structure their own writing.

WRITE! Workbook
H for Part II:
Models

LESSON 31: DESCRIPTIVE ESSAYS

space for students to
record responses for
graphic organisers,
writing models and
scoring models

Cabin

Part II: Models

Taking a Look at Descriptive Essays (pages 78–81)
Score:

page 78

Aqua!Maureen

32
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My name is Maureen, and my favourite sport
is snorkelling. I’m lucky because every summer
I get to snorkel above a tropical reef. I love the
way it makes me feel. When I wade into the
lapping surf, it is as warm as a blanket. I adjust
my mask and snorkel. Then I bend at the knees
and go under until my ears are submerged. Under
the water, all I can hear is my breath, drawing in
and blowing out.
I start to relax, face down in the shallow
water, letting myself float. My hands touch the
coarse sand and reach for coral outcroppings to
pull me along. The rubber fins on my feet paddle
so easily that I hardly have to try. I drift along, as
weightless as a sea creature, following the current
and my curiosity.
The mask feels tight, but it keeps the water out
so I can see the fish, which are everywhere. They
hover and then flash away. My favourite fish are
bright yellow with a black spot under each eye.
The anemones are interesting, too, with tiny pink
tentacles that wiggle like fingers. Once I saw a
spotted eel which looked like a snake with teeth. It
darted its head out from a little cave, but I kept my
distance!
Marine time passes so gradually that you
hardly notice. When its time to come in, I always
feel ridiculously heavy, tall and clumsy as I first
stand up. Because the fins make it hard to wade
in any direction but backwards, I stagger and
splash. In the cool air, my skin develops goose
bumps. The call of seagulls sounds too loud.
Unfortunately, I’m back on land again.
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Links to the Australian Curriculum and NAPLAN

LINKS TO THE AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM:
ENGLISH AND NAPLAN
How does WRITE! relate to the Australian Curriculum?
Following from its founding document, the 2008 Melbourne Declaration of Educational Goals for Young
Australians,, the Australian Curriculum “recognises literacy as an essential skill for students in becoming
successful learners and as a foundation for success in all learning areas.” Literacy is identified as one of
seven cross-curriculum priorities within the curriculum, where it is defined as follows:

e

Literacy encompasses the knowledge and skills students need to access, understand, analyse and
evaluate information, make meaning, express thoughts and emotions, present ideas and opinions,
interact with others and participate in activities at school and in their lives beyond school.

pl

Given that writing is foundational to literacy, this definition suggests that Australian students must learn
to write not just for academic purposes but for a wide range of audiences and contexts. In WRITE! Books
C–H, students learn to respond to writing prompts in seven
seven genres: descriptions, personal narratives,
fictional narratives, informative essays, persuasive essays, summaries and research reports. Although it is
especially pertinent to the Australian Curriculum: English (upon which the broader literacy capability is
largely based), the WRITE! series has relevance for any curriculum subject area that requires children to
create written texts that describe, explain, summarise or comment upon topics relevant to that discipline.
WRITE! and the Australian Curriculum: English

m

In the Australian Curriculum: English, writing is one of three modes of communication (along with
reading and viewing, and listening and speaking) that can be used to organise content descriptions across
the three strands of Language, Literature and Literacy. With its dual emphasis on GUM skills and rubricbased writing for a variety of genres, each book (A–H) of the WRITE! series aligns to content descriptions
across two year levels of the English curriculum. To assist teachers in correlating WRITE! lessons with the
Australian Curriculum: English, the table on pages 9–13 of this Teacher Guide lays out the specific
correspondences between WRITE! H lessons and the Australian Curriculum: English for Years 8–9. The
page numbers given for each lesson relate to WRITE! Student Book H.
WRITE! across the Australian Curriculum

Sa

Even in the primary years of the Australian Curriculum, writing appears as a key skill within many subject
areas. For instance, Year 3 of the Australian Curriculum: History contains two content descriptions that
ask students to create their own written texts:
Develop texts, particularly narratives (ACHHS070)

Use a range of communication forms (oral, graphic, written) and digital technologies
(ACHHS071)

Similarly, the Australian Curriculum: Geography for Year 5 includes this content description:

Present findings and ideas in a range of communication forms,
for example, written, oral, graphic,
fo
tabular, visual and maps; using geographical terminology and digital technologies as appropriate
(ACHGS038)

In these subject areas, and others such as science, arts and technologies, the ability to write persuasively,
informatively and in some cases creatively is essential to student achievement. By explicitly teaching skills
for writing within a range of different genres, WRITE! is designed to ensure that your students will meet
Australian Curriculum achievement standards and perform on state and national standardised tests.

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013820 • CA92289
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What are the links between WRITE! and the National Assessment Program –
Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN)?
One particular focus of the WRITE! series is the teaching of rubric-based writing. In Part II: Models
(Lessons 31–37) of Books C–H, students are provided with writing prompts in seven genres and asked to
rank four sample passages for each prompt according to a genre-specific rubric. In each lesson, the student
goes on to produce their own piece of writing from a similar prompt, which is marked by both a student
partner and the teacher using the rubrics provided.

Persuasive writing
2. Text structure
3. Ideas

The selection, relevance and elaboration of ideas
for a persuasive argument

6. Cohesion

7. Paragraphing

9. Punctuation
10. Spelling

The range and precision of language choices

The control of multiple threads and relationships
across the text, achieved through the use of
referring words, ellipsis, text connectives,
substitutions and word associations

The control of multiple threads and relationships
over the whole text, achieved through the use of
referring words, substitutions, word associations
and text connectives

The production of grammatically correct,
structurally sound and meaningful sentences

The production of grammatically correct,
structurally sound and meaningful sentences

The segmenting of text into paragraphs that assists
the reader to follow the line of argument

Sa

8. Sentence structure

The creation, selection and crafting of ideas for a
narrative

The use of a range of persuasive devices to enhance Character: The portrayal and development of
the writer’s position and persuade the reader
character
Setting: The development of a sense of place, time
and atmosphere
The range and precision of contextually
appropriate language choices

5. Vocabulary

The writer’s capacity to orient, engage and aff
a ffect
the reader

The organisation of the structural components of a The organisation of narrative features including
persuasive text (introduction, body and conclusion) orientation, complication and resolution into an
into an appropriate and eff
appropriate and eff
effective text structure
ffective text structure

m

4. Persuasive devices

The writer’s capacity to orient, engage and
persuade the reader

Narrative writing

pl

1. Audience

e

This approach to writing instruction has considerable relevance in relation to NAPLAN’s writing task,
which constitutes one of four tested areas in the multi-disciplinary assessment taken by all Australian
students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9. In this task, students are provided with a prompt and asked to respond in
one of two text types: persuasive writing and narrative writing. These passages are then marked using the
NAPLAN rubric specific to that test type. To demonstrate the correspondences between WRITE! lessons
and the NAPLAN marking criteria, the following table displays a simplified version of the NAPLAN
rubric showing the ten key criteria for each type of writing.

The use of correct and appropriate punctuation to
aid the reading of the text

The accuracy of spelling and the diffi
difficulty of the
words used

The segmenting of text into paragraphs that assists
the reader to negotiate the narrative

The use of correct and appropriate punctuation to
aid reading of the text

The accuracy of spelling and the difficulty of the
words used

Source: ACARA 2013, “Writing,” National Assessment Program, http://www.nap.edu.au/naplan/writing/writing.html

After using the WRITE! series, your students will be confident in responding to prompts and using
rubrics, ensuring that they are prepared to meet the writing challenge set by NAPLAN and other
standardised tests. Full versions of the NAPLAN rubrics can be found in the marking guides for persuasive
and narrative writing (available at http://www.nap.edu.au/naplan/writing/writing.html), which include an
explanation of how points are distributed as well as notes and samples for each criterion. PostPost-WRITE!
instruction, teachers may wish to unpack these rubr
rubrics along with their students as a part of test preparation.

14
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Answer Key Part I

ANSWER KEY PART I
Page 4
philosopher – C
argument – A
antique – C
pharaoh – C
pleasures – A

B. Answers may be in any order.
Concrete Nouns
1. elephants
2. jugglers
3. tent
4. backpack
5. jug
6. mobiles
7. guide
8. Julienne

6. rainbow – C
7. Mitchell
Laboratory – C
8. attitude – A
9. freeway – C
10. laughter – A
Abstract Nouns
1. environment
2. injury
3. art
4. specialty
5. technique
6. classic
7. safety
8. anxiety

LESSON 3: Possessive Nouns

Page 8
A. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B. 1.
2.
3.
4.

m

C. Answers may be in any order.
Concrete Nouns
Abstract Nouns
1. children
1. time
2. families
2. jobs
3. youngsters
3. wages
4. mines
4. hours
5. children
5. day
6. papers
6. conditions
7. farms
7. health
8. mills
8. result
9. workers
9. employment
10. children
10. laws
11. people
11. wrongs

Sa

C.

LESSON 2: Noun Suffixes

Page 6
A. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B. 1.
2.
3.
4.

accomplishment
displeasure
trucker
independence
sincerity
declaration
reaction
fierceness
intelligence
wisdom
severity

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
5.
6.
7.
8.

relationship
heroism
appearance
dependants
dignitary
youngster
pianist

Grandma’s
cousins’
people’s
homemaker’s

5.
6.
7.
8.

family’s
ladies’
childrens’
nation’s

What an evening we had at the season’s
opening performance! Streamers hung from the
hall’s high ceiling. The musicians’ instruments
were gleaming. All shuffling hushed as the
conductor’s baton tapped. The singers’ voices
rose as the instruments played. At the end of the
performance, an eruption of clapping expressed
the people’s appreciation. The next day, rave
reviews in the city’s two newspapers delighted
both choir and orchestra. Two critics’ articles
noted that the many trumpets’ “golden sounds”
were the highlight of the evening.

employee
creation
importance
friendship

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013820 • CA92289
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Michelangelo’s painting
the pilots’ schedule
the Johnsons’ garden
the children’s supplies
the ocean’s edge
the politicians’ preference
the boss’s chair

pl

A. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C. Answers may be in any order.
1. departure
2. navigator
3. development
4. vacation
5. annoyance
6. anticipation
7. movement
8. freedom
9. frustration
10. friendship

e

LESSON 1: Concrete and Abstract
Nouns

15
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Lesson 4: Subject and Object
Pronouns

Lesson 6: Reflexive and Intensive
Pronouns

Page 10

Sarah and Ted told us everything
She and he have won countless trophies.
The editors of the newspaper will be he and I.
How should we deal with someone like him?
Will Ethan wait for you and me?
Did he ever call her?
Usually we get along with them.
Some demonstrators passed me to walk
behind them.

LESSON 5: Interrogative and Relative
Pronouns

Sa
A. 1.
2.
3.
4.
B. 1.
2.
3.
4.
C. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C. 1.
2.
3.
4.

I
ourselves
himself
me

B. 1. himself
2. yourself
3. themselves

Inventors have designed scores of ingenious
devices for us. Inventors are dreamers, but often
they are admired. However, many other artists
(and that includes me) are also dreamers, but we
are not always admired. We are even considered
lazy by some. They should understand that
dreams are inventions, created by artists like us.
They on the street, he and she in the café, you
and I passing by, are all dreamers and inventors.

Page 12

herself
yourself
himself
ourselves

5. myself
6. themselves
7. itself
4. himself
5. herself
6. itself

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

myself
ourselves
them
themselves
us

LESSON 7: Verb Tenses

Page 16

A. 1. Present perfect
2. Past perfect
3. Future perfect
B. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

m

C.

A. 1.
2.
3.
4.

e

B. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

they – S, her – O
them – O, they – S
me – O
us – O
you – S, me – O
he – S, it – S
him – O, me – O
I–S

pl

A. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Page 14

What – I
who – R
Which – I
Whom – I

which
that
who
whose

who – I
which – R
who – R
what – I
who – R

5. which – R
6. Whose – I
7. that – R

5. who
6. that
7. whom

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

that – R
which – R
that – R
which – I
whom – R

16
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C. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

will have determined
have considered
will have completed
had selected
have travelled
had seen

4. Present perfect
5. Future perfect
6. Past perfect

have developed
had tracked
had calculated
have made
will have produced

LESSON 8: Subject-Verb Agreement
Page 18
A. 1.
2.
3.
4.

wants
campaign
gets
are

5. enjoy
6. look
7. are

B. 1.
2.
3.
4.

Gymnastics is – S 5. uniforms are – P
Gymnasts wear – P 6. Each gymnast
clothes are – P
and coach needs – S
Each player wears – S 7. pair fits – S
8. Both Kate and
Dustin compete – P

CA92289 • 9781760013820 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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ANSWER KEY PART II

LESSON 31: Descriptive Essays

Page 77
Answers for the graphic organiser may vary. Sample
answers are given.

made of logs

e

small and low

Cabin

crouches in the
woods

pl

wide front porch

stone chimney

Sa

m

Pages 78–81
Answers for writing models follow. The numbers in
parentheses correspond to the numbers in Your
Turn. Sentence revisions may vary. Sample revisions
are given.

26

16

,

’

^

dark green
shutters

Aqua!Maureen

My name is Maureen, and my favourite sport
is snorkelling. I’m lucky because every summer
I get to snorkel above a tropical reef. I love the
way it makes me feel. When I wade into the
lapping surf, it is as warm as a blanket. I adjust
my mask and snorkel. Then I bend at the knees
and go under until my ears are submerged. Under
the water, all I can hear is my breath, drawing in
and blowing out.
I start to relax, face down in the shallow
water, letting myself float. My hands touch the
coarse sand and reach for coral outcroppings to
pull me along. The rubber fins on my feet paddle
so easily that I hardly have to try. I drift along, as
weightless as a sea creature, following the current
and my curiosity.
The mask feels tight, but it keeps the water out
so I can see the fish, which are everywhere. They
hover and then flash away. My favourite fish are
bright yellow with a black spot under each eye.
The anemones are interesting, too, with tiny pink
tentacles that wiggle like fingers. Once I saw a
(1)
spotted eel which looked like a snake with teeth. It
^
darted its head out from a little cave, but I kept my
distance!
Marine time passes
(2) so gradually that you
hardly notice. When its time to come in, I always
feel ridiculously heavy, tall and clumsy as I first
stand up. Because the fins make it hard to wade
in any direction but backwards, I stagger and
splash. In the cool air, my skin develops goose
bumps. The call of seagulls sounds too loud.
Unfortunately, I’m back on land again.
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’

e

Pages 83–84
Comments will vary. Sample comments are given.

Model A, Score: 1
Comments: I didn’t know what this writing was
about because it told about too many things. It didn’t
follow the prompt. It needed a title and a beginning,
middle and ending. The sentences had many mistakes,
and there were no details.

Model B, Score: 3
Comments: The description had a beginning, middle
and ending, but I thought the last two sentences
could be written better. Also, the writer could have
added more details in the middle part. I liked the
comparison to an angry bird.

m

,

’

pl

,

always talks about(3)the beach. She
go there. With her friend Liz. I dont(5)know
why.
I (1) disagree
(4)
I like the shopping. My sister and me disagrees
sometimesshe says she likes the beach, but I
(1) likes
think she just like lying around in the sun she
(2)

never swims or snorkels. I would like to snorkel.
(6) I
At a reef. One time my sister and myself went to
(7)
(8)
Waldon beach. That was the most hottest day of
the year. She got in the (3)
water then. I was really
(9)
like totally surprised. Thats all I can tell you.

^

Snorkelling is my favourite
thing to do. The
(1) really
water over the reef is always real warm. I go in,
and most of the sounds around me disappear.
When I put my ears underwater, I only hear my
breath.
I float in the shallow water, and my hands
grab things to pull me along. My feet wear fins
like a duck. I paddle along with the current, but I
(2) swim
will be swimming in other directions when I see
something
interesting.
(3)
My mask feels funny but it helps me see
^
the fishand the fish are everywhere, and I never
really
know how they will move. They never
(4) stationary
seem stationery. I might see anemones waving
like tiny fingers. I might see an eel, but it could
be dangerous. If I see an eel peeking from a hole,
I get out of the way fast!
When it’s time to go in, somehow I always
know. When I stand up out of the water, I feel
kind of funny. The fins, my heaviest piece of
(5)
equipment make me stumble. I’m cold. I’m back
^
on land again.

(1) goesMy sister
(2)

^

Above the Reef

Sa

I can only hear my breath under the
(1) disappear
water. Most sounds disappears. I float in
the water. I grab things to move along. I
(2)
wear fins. And a mask.
(3)
I feel great snorkelling. There are
many fish and anemones and an eel and

eels can
be dangerous, so you should get
(4) their
(1) invites
(5)
out of there way fast. The Reef invite you
to come(4)on
in. When it’s time to go out,
know
(6)
you’ll no. I try standing up, but it isnt easy.
(4) weigh
I way too much. Then I fall down.
It is the
(6)
(7)
fins. I hear the seagulls’s sounds. Im in the
(2)
air again. Because it is very cold. I want to
^
be in the water again.

’

^

’
,

Model C, Score: 4
Comments: This was a really good description. It had
a clear beginning, middle and ending. I liked the way
the writer arranged the details about Mr Beckett’s
face from the top to the bottom. The details gave me
a strong picture of him in my mind.
Model D, Score: 2
Comments: I could tell that the writer was describing
someone named Samuel Beckett, but there weren’t
enough details to help me picture him. The beginning
didn’t grab my interest, and I didn’t like the ending.
Also, the sentences had a lot of mistakes.

Page 44
Students’ writing should reflect all or most of the
items listed on the Student Checklist for Descriptive
Essays.

^
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WRITING PROMPTS

Pages 36–37 contain additional prompts for various writing genres.

Descriptive Essays

pl

e

Easy
• Write an essay describing a quiet place indoors or outdoors.
• Write an essay describing a favourite teacher.
• Write an essay describing an outfit you like to wear.
Average
• Write an essay describing a place you like to go to for fun.
• Write an essay describing your favourite musician.
• Write an essay describing your favourite meal.
Challenging
• Write an essay comparing the same scene in nature in two diff
different seasons.
• Write an essay describing a person who you consider to be a role model.
• Write an essay describing a special gift you have given or received.

Personal Narratives

•
•
•

Sa

•
•
•

m

•
•
•

Easy
Write about a time when you did something for the first time.
Write about a time when you got a new pet or lost a beloved pet.
Write about the best holiday you have ever had.
Average
Write about a time when you made a diffi
difficult decision.
Write about a time when you did something that took courage.
Write about a memorable day in your life.
Challenging
Write about a time when you stood up for your beliefs.
Write about a time when you felt confused.
Write about a time when you forgot to do something important.

Fictional Narratives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

36

18

Easy
Write a story with an athlete as the main character.
Write a story about an argument between two friends.
Write a story that takes place in a school.
Average
Write a story with a scientist as the main character.
Write a story about a character who suddenly has special powers.
Write a story that takes place in a space colony.
Challenging
Write a story with a young child as the main character.
Write a story about a character who fights against an injustice.
Write a story that takes place in Australia before colonisation.
CA92289 • 9781760013820 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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GRAPHIC ORGANISERS

Pages 38–39 contain additional graphic organisers that can be used to gather and structure information
for various writing genres.

Descriptive Essays
Descriptive Details Chart

Sensory Words Web

Topic of Description
Ta
s

Detail

Detail

e
ll

Sme

Topic of
Description

Soun

d

Touch

Detail

Specific
Feature

Detail

Detail

m

Detail

Specific
Feature

Si

pl

Specific
Feature

t

gh

te

Personal Narratives

Story Elements Diagram

Sa

Characters

Plot Events

38
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Setting

Plot Event Chart
Event 1

Event 2

Event 3

Event 4

Event 5

Event 6
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STUDENT CHECKLIST FOR DESCRIPTIVE ESSAYS
Descriptive Essays

✓

I connected the writing directly to the prompt.
I introduced the subject clearly at the beginning.
I developed a clear beginning, middle and ending.
I chose interesting descriptive details to build the description.

e

I used colourful, sensory words to create vivid mental images for readers.
I used an effective pattern of organisation (sequence, placement, importance, for
example).

Sentences and Paragraphs

✓

I wrote clear and complete sentences.

I wrote different kinds of sentences and varied the structure of sentences.

pl

I avoided run-on and rambling sentences.

I began a new paragraph for each change of idea or speaker.
I indented the first line of each new paragraph.

Parts of Speech

✓

I used the correct forms of nouns.

I used the correct personal pronouns to replace nouns.

I used interrogative, relative, reflexive or intensive pronouns correctly.

m

I used correct verb tenses.

I used correct subject-verb agreement.
I used conjunctions correctly.
I used modifiers correctly.

I used homophones correctly.

Capitalisation and Punctuation

✓

Sa

I began sentences and quotations with a capital letter.
I capitalised the names of people, places and things correctly.
I ended sentences with the correct punctuation mark.
I used commas in the right places.
I used apostrophes correctly.

I used quotation marks correctly.

I used italics or underlining correctly.

42
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Tools for Writing – Word Lists

WORD LISTS
Irregular Verbs
Here are some common verbs that change in irregular ways for the past and past participle. Past
participles are used with helping verbs such as have, has or had.
Present
lead
leave
lend
lie
lose
make
mean
ride
ring
rise
run
say
see
shake
show
shrink
sing
sink
sit
sleep
slide
speak
speed
spring
steal
strike
swim
swing
take
teach
tear
tell
think
wake
wear
weave
weep
wind
withdraw
wring

Sa
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Past
led
left
lent
lay
lost
made
meant
rode
rang
rose
ran
said
saw
shook
showed
shrank
sang
sank
sat
slept
slid
spoke
sped
sprang
stole
stuck
swam
swung
took
taught
tore
told
thought
woke
wore
wove
wept
wound
withdrew
wrung

Past Participle
led
left
lent
lain
lost
made
meant
ridden
ridden
rung
rung
risen
risen
run
said
seen
shaken
shown
shrunk
sung
sunk
sat
slept
slid
spoken
sped
sprung
stolen
struck
swum
swung
taken
taught
torn
told
thought
woken
worn
woven
wept
wound
withdrawn
wrung

e

Past Participle
been
become
begun
bitten
blown
broken
brought
broadcast
built
bought
caught
chosen
come
crept
dug
done
drawn
drunk
driven
eaten
fallen
fed
felt
flung
flown
forgotten
frozen
got
given
gone
ground
grown
hung
had
heard
hidden
held
kept
known
laid

pl

Past
was (were)
became
began
bit
blew
broke
brought
broadcast
build
bought
caught
chose
came
crept
dug
did
drew
drank
drove
ate
fed
fed
felt
flung
flew
forgot
froze
got
gave
went
ground
grew
hung
had
heard
hid
held
kept
knew
laid

m

Present
be (am, is, are)
become
begin
bite
blow
break
bring
broadcast
build
buy
catch
choose
come
creep
dig
do, does
draw
drink
drive
eat
fall
feed
feel
fling
fly
forget
freeze
get
give
go, goes
grind
grow
hang
has, have
hear
hide
hold
keep
know
lay

51

21
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WORKBOOK

F
Foundations and Models
for Proficiency
Years 6–7
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Part I: Foundations

LESSON 1: CONCRETE AND ABSTRACT NOUNS
Page 4

B.

1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.

e

A.

1. concrete noun

abstract noun

2. concrete noun

abstract noun

4. concrete noun
5. concrete noun
6. concrete noun
Concrete Nouns
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sa

6.

abstract noun
abstract noun
abstract noun

Abstract Nouns

1.

m

C.

abstract noun

pl

3. concrete noun

7.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
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Part I: Foundations

LESSON 30: PROOFREADING
Page 62

pl

e

Have you ever been to a living history museum these museums
recreate everyday life in the past. In one such Museum, actors
play the role of nineteenth-century British colonists. When thees
actors say, My colonial oath! it means that they strongly agree
with a statement. Visitors to the museum are curious about the
settlers lives. They ask questions about what the people ate and
the kind of clothing they wore. Visitor’s may see people making
candles feding sheep or labouring in the fields. When I see
women dressed in heavy woollen heavy clothing cooking over a
fire on a hot day, I am glad I lives in the twenty-first century

________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

m

________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Sa

________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
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Part II: Models

LESSON 31: DESCRIPTIVE ESSAYS (pages 76–85)

e

Using Graphic Organisers (page 77)

Sa

m

pl

My Front
Porch
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WRITE! Workbook F

Taking a Look at Descriptive Essays (pages 78–81)
Score:

page 78

A Gathering Place
The smells, sights and sounds of my family’s kitchen make
this my favourite place at home. Before you even walk into our

e

kitchen, you’ll notice the strong smell of coffee. From dawn

until the last kid crawls into bed at night, a coffee pot sputters

and sizzles on our kitchen counter. For me, the smell of coffee

pl

always brings memories of my family in the kitchen. This is
where we celebrate good times, solve family problems and
discuss new ideas.

Once in the kitchen, you quickly notice its colours.

Tomato-red counters are on top of olive-stained cupboards.

Shiny white appliances stands along the walls. A two-metre

m

pine table stretches like a stage along the length of the kitchen.
You can see bits of its honey colour from beneath piles of
schoolwork, mail, newspapers and assorted glasses, bowls and
dishes. I always enjoy this familiar confusion.
Noise is the third impression you get from our kitchen.

Sa

Friends and family constantly clomp in and out and my
younger brothers and sisters argue and play games. At the
noisiest times I want to shout, “Quiet!” Mostly I don’t mind.
I like listening to my family’s laughter and talk. When I’m
in my place in the kitchen, I feel like I’m in the heart of my
family’s universe.

32
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